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Initiate a PSI-BLAST search simply by choosing the option on the BLAST input 
form. 
 
But note: invoking the algorithm is trivial. Using it correctly and interpreting the 
results, perhaps not so much. 
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In this example, we observe how the alignment and score for one hit from the entire 
set evolves over a number of iterations. The first E-value is 2e-04.  
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The second E-value for the pair has decreased from 2e-04 to 2e-32. This has 
transformed a somewhat borderline hit to a certain homologue! If you look carefully, 
you will see that the detailed position of gaps has changed - consensus information 
can be invaluable to place gaps correctly - and the lenght of the alignment has grown 
considerably. 
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The E-value decreases further. A careful comparison of the trend of E-values can be 
very helpful for evaluating borderline hits. E-values of homologues almost always get 
dramatically smaller through the iterations. E-values of spurious hits get larger or 
stay approximately the same. Make it a habit to look at the E-value trend in 
questionable cases but exclude the questionable hit from the profile by 
unchecking the check-box on the search form, until you are satisfied that the 
sequence is a homologue after all. Getting unrelated sequences included in your 
profile will lead to profile corruption! 
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In the end, how many false positives can we expect? Unfortunately, more than we'd 
think. Jones & Swindells (2002)1 have run an analysis against decoy sequences that 
picked up false positives in 5% of all cases, after the fifth iteration, although the E-
value threshold was set to 0.001.  
Even though their methodology was a bit ad hoc and finding false positives about 50 
times more frequently than expected is not catastrophic, we must realize that protein 
sequences are not random strings and that significance is often hard to evaluate, 
because it is hard to get the null hypothesis right. Use caution, use common sense 
and in questionable cases try to use independent confirmation of homology, such as 
conserved binding sites or functional motifs, if possible. 
 
1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11893514 
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Other BLAST flavours: DELTA-BLAST: 
 
Initiate a DELTA-BLAST search simply by choosing the option on the BLAST 
input form. 
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Other BLAST flavours: bl2seq 
 
A nice extension of normal sequence alignment is the graphical view of similarities. 
But note that BLAST is not an optimal sequence alignment algorithm and I 
question why one would use an inferior algorithm if one has better alternatives easily 
available? If you plan to use the results, as opposed to just inspecting them visually, 
use EMBOSS needle respectively water instead! 
That said, it is possibleto pick up good, suboptimal alignments – such as 
alignments of internal repeats, which you would not find with optimalsequence 
alignment methods. 
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Is it possible to improve significantly on PSI-BLAST? Yes, Sadreyev & Grishin 
(2003)1 took the idea of profile based searches further by aligning profiles of 
sequences against a database of profiles. The principle is the same as the "equivalence 
principle" for homology, sometimes we can detect distantly related homologues 
through a mutual similarity to an intermediate sequence. 
With this and the lab's PROCAIN server2, homology searches significantly below 
20% sequence identity may be feasible. 
 
1 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12547212 
2 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19497935 
 
See also: 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19435884 
http://prodata.swmed.edu/compass/compass.php 
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